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A Simplified Analysis of Uncertainty Propagation in
Inherently Controlled ATWS Events

D. C. Wade

The quasi static approach can be used to provide useful Insight
concerning the propagation of uncertainties In the Inherent response to ATWS
events. At Issue is how uncertainties in the reactivity coefficients and in
the thermal-hydraulics and materials properties propagate to yield
uncertainties in the asymptotic temperatures attained upon Inherent
shutdown. The basic notion to be quantified in what follows is that many of
the same physical phenomena contribute to both the reactivity increase of
power reduction and the reactivity decrease of core temperature rise. Since
these reactivities cancel by definition, a good deal of uncertainty
cancellation must also occur of necessity. For example, if the Doppler
coefficient is overpredicted, too large a positive reactivity insertion is
predicted upon power reduction and collapse of the AT across the fuel pin.
However, too large a negative reactivity is also predicted upon the
compensating increase in the Isothermal core average temperature -- which
includes the fuel Doppler effect.

It will be recalled that asymptotic, mixed mean core outlet temperatures
resulting from an inherent shutdown of the ATWS events are given by

LOHS: «T . = ^r- - AT (T
out C c v '

LOF: ST t = £ ATout B

6T
TOP: ..,<t.

0"_ = ~ ATc short term

p long term. (3b)

Here:

(A+B)(g) is the reactivity decrement attained in going to full power
from zero power at isothermal T: , t.

B (<t) is the reactivity decrement per 100^ change in the Power/Flow,
i.e., that associated with the AT across the cere.

C U/°C) is the reactivity coeTf of the Inlet coolant temperature.

The terms A, B, and C are defined in terms of the reactivity coefficients
(all */°C)



oD = Doppler

a, = Fuel axial expansion

aNa = Sodium density

aR = Uniform radial expansion of the core/radial blanket interface

as shown in Table 1. Here we have neglected control rod driveline thermal
expansion and vessel axial expansion because they are highly design dependent
but can be made quite small in cores having nominal zero burnup control
swing. Here, f_ is a geometry factor relating the core dilation at axial
midheight to that at the ACLP height.

Table 2 provides the definition of the reactivity coefficients, where the
quantities in square brackets are an output of a neutronics calculation, B is
the delayed neutron fraction; and the other quantities are core dimensions (H

and R), material properties (a, (- ~#T)U ), core average fuel temperature, T

As indicated in Table 1, the Doppler, fuel axial expansion, sodium
density, and radial expansion components of A, 8, C fall into two natural
classes: those associated with fuel temperature (a^), and those associated
with coolant temperature (aNa and aJ. At the current time, the fuel axial
expansion coefficient is an ambiguous one: if the fuel moves free of the
clad, then a, goes with the fuel temperature along with an; alternately if the
fuel is linked to the clad, then aR goes with the coolant temperature.
Experimental results do not yet make a clear choice possible and we will
consider both options in all that follows. This is not viewed as an
uncertainty but rather as an open issue which can be resolved by future
experiments.

It will prove useful to write the asymptotic temperature rise in the ATWS
events (Eqs. 1, 2, 3) in terms of two measurable ratios:

AT
-=

c

ratio of average fuel temperature rise
to average coolant temperature rise at
full power steady state conditions

(1)

and

S =
aM + aR + a ) ratio of reactivity coefficient

associated with coolant temperature
to reactivity coefficient associated
with fuel temperature

(5a)

or

a^ + a + a )

u— ) lf t h e fuel is f r e e o f clad- ( 5 b )



The geometry factor, f , is equal to the elevation above the grid plate of the
core axial midplane divided by the elevation of the above core load pads, and
has a value near 2/3 for many core designs. The algebra will be simplified
without compromising the essential features if we approximate f at 1/2.

In terms of these two ratios:

,nn<;. AT £±5 AT I 1 * 2T+S .i „ ,,.
LUHb: 6 1 . = f, " - A1 = I _. , rr— - I IA1 lu)

out C c l 2(1+S) ' c
LOF: 6T . = § &T = j-~ AT . (7)

out B e 1 + S c

Contemplation of these expressions provokes several comments:

a) small asymptotic temperature rises, i.e. inherent safety, is favored
the smaller T is and the larger S is,

b) the delayed neutron fraction, e, divides out so that:

it the difference in 8 between a U fueled core and a Pu
fueled core will not affect the asymptotic temperature
rise (although it directly affects the LOF overshoot
temperature),

ii) uncertainty in the reactivity scale, B, does not
contribute to uncertainty in the ATWS temperatures.

c) The asymptotic ATWS temperatures are expressible in terms of
quantities which can be measured:

c
measured in core

T measured in ancillary expts

at normal conditions without putting the reactor at risk, and

d) in propagating errors, we can simplify the mathematics since:

that:

ATQ is known, and

T and s are uncori

In fact, using the usual formulas for error propagation, it can be shown

(8)



LOF: ^ = \ / 4 + ~ {-^)C. (9)

Further progress requires numerical values for T, S, and AT . In the
range of heat ratings and pin sizes of current Interest and for LMR cores of
current interest

ATC = 150°C

ATf = 150°C metal fuel
= 750°C to 850°C oxide fuel

so that:

1 metal
T a

6 oxide fuel.

The literature contains a number of reactor conceptual core designs
spanning the range from 400 to 4000 MWth. For metal fueled cores of radially
heterogeneous layout, HT-9 structure, and 36-16 inch core height, the
reactivity coefficients display the trends shown in Table 3- Using these
trends, Table 1 shows the trends of the value of S for the cases of fuel free
and fuel linked to the clad. To summarize these results for metal fuel:

1

4 to 2

fuel

fuel
small

free

linked to
to large

clad,
cores.

When these ranges are used in the expressions for ATWS asymptotic
temperature, they become

L0HS: (£§)
1 3 ATc

(- r to - -] —r- linked to clad

AT
(0 to -1/3) -— free of clad,

L 0 F :

(, 1 t 2)AT linked to clad

{-, + I )AT C free of clad.



For both ftTWS events, for all metal core sizes from 400 to 4000 MWth

a) the asymptotic outlet temperature rise is a fraction of the core
coolant temperature rise,

b) the rise is less when the fuel is linked to the clad,

c) the rise is less for the smaller reactor sizes.

As regards uncertainty in the temperature rise; for T equal 1 and S in the
ranges shown:

2 2

- i (0.08 to 0.16) + - | (0.05 to 0.08) to clad
1 O

«••*> * °i <••«"> s s . o r

°T °S fft _. free of

^ V clad.

Examination of the expression for LOHS shows very strong attenuation of error
propagation in both temperature ratio T, and reactivity coefficient ratio, S.

For the LOF core:

a) the attenuation is not nearly as strong as for the LOHS case,

b) in fact, the uncertainty in T goes unattenuated to an uncertainty in
6T, while

c) a 10$ uncertainty in S goes to an 8 to 9% uncertainty in 6T in the
linked case and a 7? uncertainty in the free case.



The physical reason for this is clear, in the LOF case, the positive
reactivity of power reduction is introduced by the Doppler coefficient acting
on the collapse of the temperature rise across the radius of the fuel pin, the
compensating net negative reactivity comes from sodium density and radial
expansion, and with these effects alone there is no overlapping term which
contributes to (and contributes uncertainty to) both positive and negative
reactivities. Then, depending on where fuel axial expansion is put (linked to
or free of the clad) a slight overlap and cancellation of error occurs. The
cancellation is larger if the fuel is linked to the clad.

This partial self cancellation of uncertainties occurs for the primary
pump and BOP induced unprotected accidents, i.e. LOF, pump overspeed, LOHS,
chilled inlet. However, it does not occur for the unprotected TOP for which
the quasistatic result is:

ApTOP
6Tout = ~A7B~ ATc

because the uncertainties in

rBurnup Control Swing\ i 1st rod out •,
PTOP *• No. of Rods ' ^interaction factor-1

are uncorrelated with those in A+B.

To summarize,

a) a good deal of cancellation occurs in propagating the uncertainties
in neutronics and thermomechanical effects into the resultant
uncertainties in asymptotic temperatures reached upon inherent
shutdown of ATWS events induced by the primary pump or the BOP, and

b) the reason for the error cancellation is that the same physical
reactivity phenomena contribute to both the reactivity insertion
upon power reduction and the reactivity removal upon core average
temperature rise, e.g., the positive reactivity insertion due to
Doppler which occurs upon power reduction and collapse of the
temperature rise in the fuel pin is partially cancelled by the
negative reactivity due to Doppler upon isothermal heating of the
coolant and fuel. Thus, e.g. an overprediction of each of two
partially compensating effects.

c) The unprotected TOP does not benefit from this partial compensation
of uncertainties because the uncertainty in burnup control swing is
not strongly correlated with the uncertainty in reactivity feedback
coefficients.



TABLE 1

Components of Power and Power/Flow Reactivity Decrements and of Coefficient of Reactivity

0 bounded to clad

rree of clad
if AT.

B U) - i

. fuel - ave. coolant)
temperature

+ a* 2a,

Doppler Fuel axial
expansion

Na density

rypical Size t/"C -0.05 to -0.1 -0.1 +0.15 to 0.2

(ave. coolant-T in ie t)
temperature

Radial
expansion

-0.2 to 0.3

Associated
with fuel
temperature

Associated
with coolant
temperature

Uncertainty
Components Physics

Components

Thermal
Structure

Components



TABLE 2

Physics Components

rr 6 r
Dopoler negative

mass
const.

- H a
Linear* Coeff of Exoansion

17.6-10"6

19 or 20;iO'
12.8-10"°
13.9-1O"6

Metal Fuel
Auatenitic Clad
Oxide Fuel
Ferritic Clad

Fuel Axial Expansion (<£/°C) negative

°fla
volumetric coeff of expansion
O.281-1O~3/°C

Na Density (e/°C) positive

rdk]
L d R J

mass
const

linear coeff of expansion

core/blk equivalent radius

Core R a d i a l Expans ion (<t/°C) n e g a t i v e

Physics Input: [ ]
physics uncertainties impact these



TABLE 3

Ranges of Coefficients vs. Core Size

Coeffs

MWth an a4 aNa

100

500

1000

2000

3000

4000

-0.020

-0.070

-0.105

-0.130

-0.135

-0.140

-0.145

-0.123

-0.100

-0.082

-0.074

-0.072

D+IB

+0.055

+0.120

+0.145

+0.177

+0.202

+0.220

-0.480

-0.330

-0.270

-0.230

-0.210

-0.210



TABLE U

Ranges of Values of T and S vs. Core Size

AT 150 }

750 to 850
150

for Metal

for Oxide

S =
a
R

rO -I l inked
"-a J free

MWth

Linked
aNa

Free
+ aR

100
500

1000
2000
3000
14000

15.5

2.90
2.26
2.12
2.03

2 t o 1
1.1

linked
free

1.88
1.62

1.39
1.37
1 . 3^


